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ABSTRACT

.We investigate the closure of tlae quantum algebra for the

constraints of pure gravity considering a wide class of

regularisation assumptions. We thus establish that the only

regularisation assumption, within this class, that closes the

algebra is the one introduced by one of the authors (T.C. with

Jorge Zanelli) in earlier publications and that the closure is

a result of both the regularisation and the introduction of a

tensor distribution.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Quantum Gravity is a subject quite as old as Quantum Mechanics

itself .Research in this field can be divided in two main

branches :Perturbative and non-Perturbative Quantum Gravity ."The

standard weak field perturbation approach is haunted not only by the

need to fix the gauge and eliminate eight of the ten degrees of

freedom of the field gWv(x) .but also by a hopeless ultraviolet

divergent behaviour and non-renormalisabilityti].All these quite

unsatisfactory features are deeply rooted in the splitting of the

metric into a Kinematical(background) and a dynamical piece inherent

in this scheme: Indeed, such a splitting seems to be, at least

conceptually, in direct conflict with the twofold role(both

geometrical and dynamical) played by the metric in Classical General

Relativity Theory.

The spirit of Canonical Quantisation,which is a hallmark among the

non-perturbative approaches,is quite the opposite:No splitting of the

metric is assumed, and no gauge fixing prior to Quantisation is made

if the constraints are realised as conditions on the wave-

functional .Two of the major difficulties ascociated with Canonical

Quantisation are (a) the consistency of the quantum operator

constraints (along with the factor ordering problem) and Cb) the

explicit solution of the resulting Wheeler-deWitt equation (along with

the problem of constructing the inner product).It is clear that an

answer to any of these problems will necessarily involve a

regularisation assumption121: in order to make any specific claim on

the definition of the quantum operator constraints and their algebra

one should first assign values to the singular limits of

distributions(i.e.5(x,x), 6(x.x),x) that appear as a result of the

occurrence of non-commuting operators evaluated at the same space

point. In a recent series of•paperst3)(T.C. with.Jorge Zanelii) the
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regularisation assumption 6(x,x)->fgZ , 5<x,x) J>t-0 was considered.lt

was found that.together with the introduction of a new tensor

distribution 6 1 J ( X . Y ) K I replacing the commonly used 6£i5(x,y).this

assumption leads to a consistent quantum algebra for the constraints

H M (where the Laplacian ordering had been selected for the dynamical
A.

constraint Ho)-

In order to further proceed and solve the Wheeler-deWitt equation

and the linear constraints one has also to renormalise i.e. to give a

rule for absorbing the infinities in the (bare) physical constants

appearing in the action.This step has been successfully carried out

only in the approximation of the strong gravity limitI3e):al1 the

infinities of the theory can be absorbed in a redefinition of the

cosmological constant and a renormalisation of the wave function

analogous to the subtraction of zero-point energy in ordinary quantum

mechanics.In Ashtekar's new variables1*3 there is a claim that the

full Wheel er-deWitt equation is solved'31,but then the linear

constraints become very difficult to satisfy .There is also the claim

that, in these variables,the constraint algebra formally closes

without requiring 6(x,x),x-0 **•.«'. It is thus interesting and natural

to consider more general regularisation assumptions and further

investigate the closure of the operator constraint algebra achieved

in [3c]. Such a consideration leads to the conclusions that (a) the

introduction of the new tensor distribution and the regularisation

prescription are both indispensable for the consistency of the

algebra and (b) This regularisation prescription is unique among a

fairly wide class of possible regularisations.

The paper is organised as follows :In section 2 the Canonical

formalism for the Einstein Hilbert action is briefly reviewed and the
c

algebra of the quantum operator constraints is calculated using the

generalised regularisation 6(x,x)-g*Z(x) and the old distribution
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5*iS(x,y) in the CCR.In section 3 the quantum algebra is reevaluated

by means of the new distribution 61J(x,y)kl and the same

regularisation assumption.Concluding remarks are given in section 4

while appendices (a),(b),(c) contain useful relations used in the

computations*

2. CANONICAL FORMALISM AND THE QUANTUM ALGEBRA WITH THE OLD

DISTRIBUTION

In pure gravity the coordinates that specify a configuration of the

classical system are the spatial components of the metric tensor

9u(x), where i,j-l,2,..d and x € R*1 "2.The remaining components of the

spacetime metric gOu enter in the Lagrangian as Lagrange multipliers

( there are no g©M terms in L ).This results in the appearance of the

primary constraints nM « 0 in the Hamiltonian f ormal ism1"71 .The

canonically conjugate momenta nlj(x) form the components of a

symmetric tensor density and are linear functions of the extrinsic

curvature of the three—dimensional surface described by S I J ( X ) .

The Hamiltonian takes the form H- dx N^(x)H M(x)
t e 3 where NO.N*

are the lapse and shift functions (related to gOM) and the Hw are

Ho -7-GijKin iJn J<1+2>rgA +o>TgR ( 2 . 1 )

Hi - -2gunJ»Sx (2.2)

where G±j»cl-g"*'lgiicgji+giigj>c- I L J U M ) .O is the spacetime signature
«~ 1

(o-+(-) for Euclidean(Minkowskian) spacetimes).R is the Ricci scalar

constructed out of gu(x),A is the cosmological constant and ;k

denotes covariant differentiation with respect to xx using the

connection compatible with gu(x).(Here we use units such that

h-c-2G-l).

) In what follows x stands for the labels of a point in space

x*,xa x*), dx-M... d*x etc.
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The Poisson bracket of two functions(-als) of the canonical variables

F(g.n) and GCg.n) is defined as1*' :

J r 6F 6G
_ d x (2.3)

L 1 ° JJ r 6F 6G 5F 5G ,
_

The ^requirement that the primary constraints should be preserved by

the time evolution leads to the secondary constraints:

HM * 0 (2.4)

The Poisson bracket between the basic dynamical variables gi J (n
k l is

<n*J(x).g*i<y)> —l*J(x.y)Ki (2.5)

where the symbol on the right-hand side of (2.5) stands for the unit

in the space of labels (i,j,x).Altough we know that the correct

object (in order to have a consistent quantum algebra) is 61J(x,y)j<i

(see [3c] for definition).for this Section only we shall take this
u

object to be 6>*i6(x,y) .The purpose of this is to study the effect of

different regularisations on the closure of the quantum algebra

separately from that of the introduction of 6 1 J(X,Y)KI.

In the Hamiltonian approach one views spacetime as the (d+1)-dimen-

sional history generated by the evolution in time of a d-dimensional

space geometry.The geometrical meaning of the constraints (2.2) can

be brought forward by considering the changes they generate on the

canonical variables gij,nVcl.By definition,these changes are:

: /

6g±j(x)- (g±j(x). dye*(y)HK(y)} (2.6a)
J

dye*(y)HK(Y>) (2.6b)

Using the explicit expressions (2.2) for Hi and the basic Poisson

bracket (2.5) one finds :
(2.7a)

j ) > K (2.7b)

These are precisely the changes induced by a diffeomorphism

x 1 x'1-x*-e1 on a second rank covariant tensor and a contravariant

tensor density respectively.Hi are thus seen to be the generators of

diffeomorphisms of the d-space.Ho on the other hand generates normal
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(timelike) displacements of the d-space,i.e. dynamical changes of the

state of the system.

The generators H u form a closed Poisson bracket ''algebra'' :

- Hj(x)6,i(x.y) +H4 (y)6(x,y).j (2,8a)

.Ho(y)> - Ho(x)6,i(x.y) (2.8b)

<Ho(x) ,Ho(y) > -o(g1J(x)H1(x)6, J(x,y)+g>*My)HJc(y)6, i(y.x)) (2.8c)

(here 6,i(x,y) and 5(x,y),i denote the partial derivatives of 6(x,y)

with respect to x1 and y1 respectively)

The first class algebra (2.8) together with the fact that the

Hamiltonian is a linear combination of the Hw's means that there are

no more constraints to be found by the requirement that Hw should be

preserved in time.Thus, the full dynamical content of classical

General Relativity is containted in the constraints (2.4) which

together with the Hami 1 ton-Jacobi equations for g ^ and n**1 can be

shown to be equivalent to the Einstein equations GMV -0.

Equations (2.8a) say that the Hi satisfy the composition law of

generators of the group of diffeomorphisms;(2.8b) state that H o

transforms under diffeomorphisms as a scalar density of weight -1;

(2.8c) state that two normal deformations commute modulo

diffeomorphisms of the d-surface.While the whole algebra (2.8)

reflects the invariance of the theory under the full

(d+l)dimensional general coordinate transformations,tangential

deformations(i.e. diffeomorphisms of the d-space generated by Hi)

enter in this approach on a different footing from normal

deformations (timelike displacements generated by H o ) : the former

leave the physical states unchanged^whereas the latter do not;the Hi

form a closed subalgebra (they are symmetry generators) while the

algebra of the Ho's closes only on the constraint surface (Hi « 0);

the Hi are linear in n , which as reminiscent of a genuine internal
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symmetry generator, whereas H o is quadratic ir. r.li'y-.e a g'rr.er=-:r •:•:

dynamical transformations£1O].

Demanding invariance under general field redefinitions'11' one is le:

to the following form for the quadratic constraint H o :

Ho = 7 G I J K I C X ) — — J=L +o\rgR + 2Â J"s +kR < ~ c-..
l 3>lS>3where - — — — denotes covariant (functional) di f f e;er.- : ̂ ~ - -•:. .:

superspace using the Christoffel symbols constructed with GiJ>tl and R

stands for the Ricci scalar in superspace.

Using the formulae of appendix (a)', (2.9a) above becomes:

H o - j G i j K i n 1 - * n K l + i F ( d ) 6 ( x , x ) g g j j n u + o > f g R + 2 A > r g + k g 5 2 ( x , x ) ( 2 . 9 b )

3d=-d-8
where F(d)= -

As is evident one has to give value to the singular limit c"(x,>:).We

assume :

6(x,x) = Z(x)g* (2. 10aj

Since 6(x,x) is a scalar density of weight -1 ,Z has to be a scalar

density of weight w=2if-l.In order to calculate the cciffiriutetcr; cf the

linear constraints we shall also have to consider & (x, x) , j< = 2 .. K?*

But ZJX'Z.X+WF 1 IVCZ and since we want to consider the cases Z,k=0 or

Z,x"0 we put:

Z.x = 7k(l-2^)Zrilx (2. 10b)

where A«=l,0 corresponds to the case Z IK'
=0,Z.K =0 respectively.

With the assumption (2.10a) Ho finally reads:

j * 1'1 +o>TgR +2A^g (2.11)

In order to define the quantum analogue of the linear constraints we
A A j A

compute the commutator (Ho(x),Ho(x)]. Since H o is quadratic in n,

products of distributions like 6(x,y)6(x,y) or 6(x.y)6,a(x,y) will

appear in the calculation of this commutator.Integration of such an

expression over one of the arguments will give the singular "value"

of a distribution at coinciding arguments{e.g.5(x.x) etc.).In order to

be able to proceed one has clearly to regularise and to decide which
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distribution is to be regularised (when the product is

not symmetric).Using appendix (b) we reach the following form of the

commutator [Ho(x),Ho(x)] :

[Ho(x) ,H o (x)] - 2ia{nr'*,r+ r«rmn™ )6(x.'x) ,„

-(x ^x) (2.12)

where M-F(d) (d-1) <2*-l) (A-l) - *-\ (Ml-2*) +2*) (d=-d-3)-(d=-d-l) ] and

a ~ under a symbol means that it is evaluated at x .

One thus recognises the quantum analogue of the linear constraints:

r MT^Zg* (2.13)

Calculating the commutator of two of these objects we find :

Hj] - iHj5,i(x,x) +iHi6, J(x.x'}

x.x).J] (2.14)

Finally the commutator of an H* with Ho is:
A A ^ F(d-l)(2*-l)+M

[Hi,Ho] - iHoB.ifx.x) - g'-tZ(g«»nn™«6(x,x) ) r i

d-1
F(d-l) (2TJ-1) (2-j-l

d-1
2MA+dtA(l-2*)+2*-l)MF-4k(/\-l)

2 (2.15>

Md(da-3)+2MFd(d-l)+4(d-l)

d{d=-3) (2̂ -l-2?i-i + A) ^d(da+2^-3) 2%
where A= + -

4(d-l) 2(d-l) d-1

We observe that there is not any value the set of parameters (Tf.A.k)

can take so that the quantum algebra be closed.In particular, the

choice -j-O.Ti-O (which corresponds to 6(x,x)-Z with Z constant) makes

the subalgebra of the linear constraints to close (equations 2.14)).

but then there is no k such that all the extra terms on the right-hand

side of (2.15) dissapear .The same happens if we put i«l/2 „ A-l,

corresponding to 6(x,x)-VgZ with Z a number.although the extra terms

in (2.14) are considerably less in this case .
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3. REGULARISATION ASSUMPTIONS AND THE TENSOR DISTRIBUTION

In this Section we shall use the tensor distribution 61J(x,y)>*i

defined in [3c],i.e. we will take the basic commutator to be :

[n1-»(x).gJ<1(y)] - -i6* J (x.y)*! (3.1)

SinQe we will need to consider singular limits of this distribution we

de f i ne :

i £ (3.2)
With this definition the form of Ho remains the same as in (2.11).

A A

Using this form of Ho we can proceed to define Hi from the quantum

analogue of (2.6c):
[Ho,Hp] - -io(H*5(x,'x) ,x - jP*6(x,9c) ,K) (3.3a)

where H* - g**1Hi.

This commutator can be evaluated considering the smeared expression :
A r-J

(3.3b)JJ ~
Here the descriptors <pi.3 are arbitrary scalar fields subjected to

appropriate boundary conditions at spatial infinity l121 . The only

non-vanishing contribution in (3.3b) is :
A * A ^ ^j

JJ -" *
d t<

I
(x—>x)}dxdx (3.4)

The second term in this expression (minus its exchange) yields :

o(d-l)F(d) Ig*Z(<piV ipa -tpaVfi^dx (3.5)

Assuming Z,m-0 this expression vanishes identically for compact spaces

and, if cpi.a approach constant values at infinity, for open spaces as

well. Even if we do not assume ZJin-0 .the requirement of closure for

the quantum algebra does force the covariant derivative of Z to

vanish. Thus Z,»-0 is not really an extra assumption,but a convenient

choice to avoid unnecessarily lengthy expressions. The first

commutator in (3.4) (minus its exchange) ,on account of appendix (c),

becomes :
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1O -(l __ 21) d;: -

o(d: -d-3M (3.6)

where the last term again vanishes as mentioned above.Insert ing ir

appropriate 6(x,x) and integrating by parts the first term in (3.6 1

one finally obtains :

io {<pi^2(6IP(x,x')ti"-6,I>(x,x)}H«*>dxd
<x (3.7)o

with

?r«\nn] (3.8)

where a semicolon from the right or from the left denotes covariant

differentiation with the Christoffel symbols standing to the righi or

to the left of n correspondingly.As we observe in (3.8) , the

singular limit [nmri(x) .r^ntx) ] appears in the definition or H p.

In spite of the fact that there are general geometrical arguments

suggesting that this singular object ought to be zero 1 3 6 1, for the

sake of generality we define [nmn(x),ri
mnCx)]=K* with K* a vector

density of weight -1. This object may either be foreign to the

Riemannian structure of the space manifold (i.e. g independent)„or,it

may be constructed out of the metric g u and its first and second

derivatives at least since no tensor can be constructed out of the

metric and its first derivatives only.

It is obvious from (3.8) that,in order to compute [H±.Hj], we shall

K1] . We thus put :have to consider the commutator

K1] - iTm«(x#£)i

By direct computation one finds

(3.9)

UEMx)Xm(x) [Ha

-i (E1 -Xi,mE»)Hidx

(3.1C!
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The first term on the right-hand side of this equation replicates the

classical result while the other two terms have to cancel each other

if the subalgebra (3.10) is to close. We will check if this happens in

three distinct cases for the K1 object :

a) K1 is foreign to the Riemannian structure of M,i.e. g-independent .

Then' T4JCx.x)"»-0 and in order for (3.10) to close we have to eliminate

the second term . Since E.X are arbitrary,the vanishing of this term

implies K*-0.

b) The ultralocal case K1*?*!1 where now L1 is the g-independent

object.Then T*J(x,x)m- -B6* J (x, x*) „«, £""«]£» and the last two terms on

the right-hand side of (3.10) become :

';i +2BKtE
1Xm;m -2^K3.X^E

m;ta )dx

We again see that this expression vanishes identically for every E.X

if and only if B-0 and K1-0.

c) K* is intrinsic to the Riemannian structure of M .i.e. it is

constructed out of the metric and its derivatives. Of course. there

are infinitely many possibilities but, to take a representative case,

let us assume K* • R;j5±J<9 .With this choice for K1 we can compute

T 1 J(x.x) m and. after some lengthy calculations and repeated use of

Bianchi Identities, we find the extra terms in (3.10) to be :

;P +2KiX
1E»;P -KjE^^X" +KjX

J ; PE")dx

This expression does not vanish identically and therefore this choice

for K1 does not close the subalgebra (3.10). Although we cannot

completely exclude it,it is highly unlikely that a more complicated

form for K1 will do the job.

In any case,limiting ourselves to the above examined three cases, we

see that the closure of the subalgebra (3.10) imposes the condition

K*-0.With this condition,the commutator analogue of (2.8b) reads :

;i(E1Ho)dx

- 2kig2*-t Za«PEl:,)dx (3.11)
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Inserting an appropriate 6-function the first term on the right-hand

TE16(x,x),iHodxdx replicating the classical

result. In order to have a consistent quantum algebra the rest of the

terms on the right-hand side of (3.11) must vanish identically,

implying *- 1/2 .

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we study the properties a representation of the

distributions appearing in the quantum constraint algebra of pure

gravity ought to have, in order that this algebra be closed. We also

study the effect the use of the tensor distribution 61JCx,y)Ki has on

the closure of the algebra as compared to that of the ordinary

6ui6(x,y). The basic conclusions of this investigation are :

(i) Considering a wide class of regularisation assumptions ( i.e.

possible properties of a representation of the distribution ),namely :

6(x,x)-g-»2(x), [n""Mx),r*«n(x)]-K* (4.1)

we found that the quantum algebra is consistent (i.e. closed ) only

when "j-1/2, Z a number (i.e. x-independent) and K1-0,as in [3c].

(ii) The use of the tensor distribution 61J(x,y)jci is indispensable

in achieving this consistency. Indeed, as is evident from the

results of section 2 ( equations (2.11,13,14) ), if we use the same

regularisation assumptions (described in (4.1) above) and the old

distribution 5m.6(.x,y) , the quantum algebra cannot be made to close

for any value of t ,Z and K1. not even for those values with which

closure is achieved with the tensor distribution ( see (i) above).

It is remarkable that the quantum algebra of the constraint operators

Hu closes in exact analogy with the classical result, for a unique

choice of regularisation assumptions among a wide class ̂ f these. We

believe this to be a significant information. for it points to the

conclusion that, unless a regulator has the properties described in

(i1 above, it will not lead to a consistent quantum theory.
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Of course, before we, can say that we have a full Quantum Theory of

Gravity, we must find wavefunctionals that are annihilated by all
A A

(d+1) operator constraints (Ho.Hi), and the inner product an the space

of these states.In the canonical formalism this product is dictated by
A

the thermiticity of H o (Laplace-Beltrami operator in superspace) which

in turn is fixed by requiring invariance of the theory under arbitrary

field redefinitions; it is given, at least formally, by the invariant

volume element in superspace <¥i,¥a> • ¥2[g]Vx[g] I"l(-J"G 5 g) .

With the--aid of the relations in appendix (c) it can be explicitly

checked by direct computation that the linear constraint operators Hi

annihilate every scalar functional, e.g. ¥i=expj Vgdx or Vasexp-expf (R"R )=STgdx or ¥ *exPf(R^R dxor¥3*exPJ(R Rtj)-srgdx or ¥*-expj R^xi^gdx .

It is intersting to observe that the requirement on ¥ to be a scalar

functional does not by itself suffice to ensure its annihilation by

the linear constraints: It has to be augmented by the condition that V

is to be constructed out of the metric g u and its derivatives only.

Indeed, take as an example V=exp RT(x)dx with 9 a g-independent

scalar density of weight -1. Although this is a scalar functional, it

is not annihilated by the Hi's. This is consistent with the notion

that the wavefunctional of pure Quantum Gravity is to represent a

state of the geometry and cannot therefore contain any object foreign

to the Riemannian structure of M in its definition. It is thus no

surprise that the unique regularisation assumption leading to a

consistent quantum algebra is precisely the one that does not

introduce any foreign object : For *«l/2 , Z a number and K*-0 (4.1)

does not contain any such object .

For the solution of the Wheeler-deWitt equation ( HoV=0 ) we shall

obviously have to renormalise, i.e. to absorb the infinities in the

redefinition of the bare physical constants appearing in the

Hamiltonian and in V . Within the metric representation,this problem
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has not been solved for an arbitrary geometry. The problem is resolved

in the strong gravity limit t3cl. A technically similar case is when

we consider the approximation of maximally symmetric space

(4.2)

In this case R= -Cd(d-l) and a tentative solution is :

* f
¥©lg] - exp AHgdx (4.3)

Using this V© one finds after some algebra :
A d d(7da-d-16)
HoVo" <3[ Aa + AZ +kZa + 2A ]Vo-0 (4.4)

where A'- A - jroCd(d-l) .

Defining the renonnalised parameters A*-«n~A-uZ , A r»n"A -vZa equation

(4.4) can be solved for V«n - u and v as functions of A *-»n k and d :

(4.5a)

u - - 4(7da-d-16) (4.5b)
d

v - [-7T-(7da-d-16) 1 2 - rk (4.5c)

Thus we see that, at least in this approximation , the infinities can

indeed be absorbed in the renormalisation of either the cosmological

constant or the constant curvature of space or both, and a

wavefunction renormalisation. The difference with the strong gravity

limit lies mainly in the interpretation : The assumption of maximal

symmetry for the space is essentially the Quantum Cosmology

approximation implemented at the level of the equations of motion, and

therefore much more akin than the "exotic" strong gravity limit.

Thus,Vo above can be considered as complementary to the wavefunctions

found when the approximation is made at the level of the Lagrangian

1131 , One might also add that the occurrence of the term - jjroCd(d-l)

offers the possibility of putting A=0 without ending up with the

trivial wavefunctional ¥o-0.

If we wish to depart from maximal symmetry and treat the general



case, the first thing that naturally comes to mind as a tentative

solution is.VIg] -exp awgRdx which is somehow reminiscent of the
J

Hawking ansatz tl'*) .Unfortunately, using the relations of appendix

(c), we easily obtain:

- • * « . . - - • • • _ •

'" 5d3-12d3-7d+24
AZR +kZ2 +2A +oR

(4.6)

where T1J«nP« stands for the singular limit [n
1J(x),Rninp«(x)].

It is evident from this expression that this wavefunctional is not

a solution of the Wheeler-deWitt equation. The form of (4.6) suggests

that perhaps one should have started with a more general functional

containing in the exponent the terms Ra ,R 1 JRu that appear on the

right-hand side of (4.6). However, the second functional derivative of

Ho would then bring down the square of these terms ; one thus realises

that it is entering a never ending circle, unless some symmetry

intervenes causing it to break. The recently discovered existence of

a conformal Killing vector in superspace l^Si is a hint that the

symmetry to be imposed on V could be the conformal.

The fact that ¥=exp 7tWgRdx is not a solution of the Wheeler-deWitt

equation does not necessarily invalidate Hawking's ansatz : Indeed,

according to this ansatz the ground-state wavefunctional" is "

ĵ Iffl exp ij-igRdx where,2)[g] is a noh specified measure of

-path "integration"-extending to all geometries" without boundary

'-Then;-- (4.6)^"simply informs us : that this§J"["g] cannot be' ofr simple

"- :fornn ( e.g.'" an ultralocal measure g** ) / but :has to be something more

--intricate (containing terms like R,R4JRu etc.-)--. : "-

Although " we have not obviously exhausted all possible

regularisations, we believe that the class considered is wide enough

to permit us to conjecture that the assumption 6(x,x)= >TgZ , Z a

-15-
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number and K1-© (leading to a consistent quantum algebra) is unique

among all possible regularisation assumptions.

Finally, we would like to add that our results would certainly

invalidate Ashtekar's claim that the quantum algebra formally closes

without assuming 5(x,x),t"0, had this claim been made in the metric

representation. However, the effected change of variables involved

completely obscures the correspondence, leaving room for all sorts of

guesses.
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APPENDIX (a)

From the kinetic term of the classical Hamiltonian we recognise the

object

G1J)" s IgSgixgJi+giigJX-^gUg*1) (a.l)

as the covariant metric in superspace. This metric, being non-

degenerate, possesses an inverse

GIJKI * g*{gij*gji+giigjK-i- gugKi ) (a.2)

With (a.1.2) we can formally define the Christoffel symbols :

After a little algebra we find :

-'A 'i>e i /r' J e '' '

With the regularisation 5(x,x)^g'Z the Riemann tensor and all its

contractions depend on n . This odd situation is satisfactorily

resolved with the use of multilocal objects[1S1. In any case the Ricci

tensor and scalar read :

where P(d)» d3-7d+4 , Q(d)= da-4da-3d+8 .

Some useful relations with the old distribution are :

I ^ ] - -i 6li6{x,x) (a.7)

fnU,gKi] . i( G
4J>*1 g'^+g^g1*! )6(x,x) (a.8)

[ g " ] - -ip g^g1^ 6(x,x) (a.9)
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.n ) 6 ( x , x )

(a .10)

2i R1J 6(x,x)

( a .
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APPENDIX (b)

In cases where products of distributions appear, e.g. 6(x.y)6(x,y).i ,

the resulting expression after an integration over one of the

arguments contains the singular "value" of a distribution at

coinciding arguments. Moreover.this result will also be ambiguous in

the sense that it will differ according to which distribution has been

treated "as function (regularised). Let us take as an example the case

of the integral I • I6(x,y)6,4(x.y) ; If we treat 6(x,y) as

distribution and 6(x,y),i as function, then I » 6\i(x,x) where

6,*(x,x) stands for the result of the following operation : Consider a

sequence of functions 6(n)(x,y) which constitute a representation of

6(x,y). Differentiate each member of the sequence with respect to x1,

put y-x and take the limit n -*• » . The result of this algorithm is

in general different from zero due to the curvature of the manifold

which prevents us to assume that 6(x,y) depends on the difference x-y.

If we treat 6,i(x,y) as distribution and 5(x,y) as function , the

result is I - -6,i(x,x).

We thus see that, besides regularising , we also have to resolve the

ambiguity of which distribution is to be regularised . For the

calculation of the commutators of the quantum constraints in section 2

we have adopted the convention that the distribution that appears

first is to be treated as such, while the one that follows is to be

regularised. It is important and interesting that, as we have

explicitly checked, had we adopted the opposite convention, the

results of section 2 would not have changed.

In the calculations of section 2 use has been made of the identities

listed in the appendix of ref. [3a] and , in addition, of the

following:

f (x.y)5.a(x.y) - f (y.y)6. i (x.y) - f, t (y ,y) rc 'x.y)

f (x.y)6(x,y) . j - f(x.x)B(x.y),t - f (x,x) , xf> (x,y)
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APPENDIX (c)

In this appendix we simply list all the necessary commutation

relations using the tensor distribution 61J(x,y)xi .

!nlj,gmn] - -i5
1 J(x,x) m n tell

^ Cc-2)

( C- 3 )

figK"{ 61J(x,x)rtnm +51J(x.x) ran; 1

-61J(x.x)lm:n > Cc.4)

i J (x,x)*m -6^ ̂  (x,x) m.«n^

1 J ( X . X ) Kl > m . n > CC.5)

tC.6)
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